I. INTRODUCTION It is incredible how many different linkages may be built with only a few links.
Even if we restrict ourselves to turning-joints and one degree of mobility (f --!), closed kinematic chains astoundingly increase in number with the number of links: with six links, for instance, we have only two possibilities, namely the Watt's form and the Stephenson's form; with eight links, we already have 16 different chains with constrained motion. Further, with 10 links, we find there are even 230 different possibilities [I] ; and, if the closed chain contains 12 links, 6855 different structures arise to confound the designer [2] . (Sub-chains with a negative degree of mobility by the way, are not considered here. ) We may heavily decrease the number of these chains, by skipping the ones not meeting a prescribed minimum looplength, the so-called girth of the chains. (The length of a loop is the number of sides of a linkage-polygon, usually called a loop.) Constrained 10-bar chains having girth 5, for instance, i.e. those not containing four-bar loops, number only 10.
However, four of them contain a linkage-dyad, i.e. an open sub-chain that may be removed without changing the mobility (f) nor the closeness of the chain. (See Figs 2(a)-(d) of Ref. [4] .)
When, generally, a part of a closed chain can be removed without changing the mobility (f), nor the closeness of the chain, we will call that part an Assur group. Thus, in order to obtain fundamental insight in mobility-f chains, we shall have to confine ourselves to closed chains without Assur groups. Closed chains without Assur-groups will be named fundamental main chains. As Assur groups are sometimes difficult to recognize, we usually obtain them in two steps: we first skip the ones not meeting a prescribed girth in the chain, after which we delete the ones still containing an Assur group. The 230 mobility-i 10-bar chains, for example, are so reduced to only The number C of independent loops in a mobility-! chain has been calculated by Paul [3] . He found the simple equation:
where n equals the number of links in the chain. For chains having J" mobility-degrees of freedom, the formula would read:
by replacing f by its expression, known as Griibler's formula:
in which d represents the total number of turning-joints in the chain. Indeed, the unique mobility-I eight-bar chain without Assur groups, does have (d-n + !)--10-8 + ! = 3 independent pentagons.
As it is the only one with the least number of links with girth 5, we will call it the (I,5)-prime;
in other words, it is a mobility-! prime-chain with girth 5.
Thus, we define prime-chains as fundamental main chains with the least number of links in the chain for a giren girth. The six above-mentioned 10-bar fundamental main-chains, do not contain a prime-chain since the eight-bar just mentioned represents a solution with a fewer number of links.
The (l,6)-prime-chain has been found by Kurt Hain and treated in one of his "VDIBildungswerke" [5] . This chain contains neither pentagons nor four-bar loops. In accordance with
Paul it has only five independent hexagons.
A symmetrical arrangement is shown in Fig. 8 .
The (l,6)-prime is a constrained linkage-chain with 12 links. It further has 16 turning-joints, according to GrObler's formula for a mobility-f chain:
2. THE SEARCH FOR CONSTRAINED PRIME-CHAINS AND FUNDAMENTAL MAIN-CHAINS HAVING GIRTH 5 OR 6, USING GRAPH-THEORY The easiest way to find kinematic chains having certain structural (i.e. topological) properties such as the prime-chains, will be by way of graph-theory. The first to apply this theory has been Crossley in his search for all the 230 10-bar chains [i] .
He turned each linkage into a graph by way of graphization. Through this transformation each link (no matter how many turning-joints it is equipped with) changes into a single vertex, whereas each turning-joint becomes an edge connecting two vertices representing the two links being coupled by this turning-joint.
It is important that the transformation represents a one-to-one mapping. That is to say, each graph represents a unique linkage and vice versa. Nonetheless, it is sometimes dil~cult to recognize the identity between two differently drawn, but principally identical graphs, usually named isomorphic graphs. This however, is true also for the kinematic chains themselves, though their identity is often even more dimcult to recognize than the identity of their corresponding graphs.
Another important feature is that a graphization, or its inverse operation, turns k-sided linkage-polygons (in mechanism-theory named kinematic loops) into k-sided graphical polygons (in graph-theory named cycles). In order to find the earlier mentioned six 10-bar fundamental main chains, knowing they do not enclose four-bar loops, we may start from a basic graph consisting of two interconnected pentagons having a common edge and common vertices of this edge.
We then simply look for the six different possibilities that exist to adjoin two graphical dyads (each of them representing a binary bar with two turning-joints) without introducing four-bar loops or linkage-dyads. Note that the required number of edges follows from Griibler's formula (3b).
With the same basic graph, but n = 8 instead of 10, we so found the single solution by adjoining only one edge. The method represents a short way to obtain the unique (I,5)-prime, having eight links. The choice of the basic graph (or corresponding chain) is entirely arbitrary: for instance, we may possibly start from one pentagonal cycle to obtain the (I,5)-prime. In that case we have to attach two graphical dyads instead of the single edge.
In order to find the (I,6)-prime, we may follow a similar method: with n = 10 we obtain no solutions, but with n = 12 we are able to start from an encouraging basic graph with 10 points as demonstrated in Fig. 8 .
This graph possesses two interconnected hexagons having a common edge and common vertices of this edge. It further contains an additional edge, which is not difficult to place while observing the requirement that no quadrilaterals nor pentagons may occur. The graph still lacks two vertices and (according to Grfibler's formula) also four edges. Adjoining them gives two seemingly different solutions: namely, one graph being drawn as a line-symmetric figure, and a second graph that appears to be point-symmetric. Each graph leads to a kinematic chain with a seemingly different topological structure. The two graphs however, as well as the two corresponding chains, are isomorphic: they both can be rearranged into the same topological chain as demonstrated. The 
(in which nb, n,, nv, rip, n,, etc. represent the respective numbers of binary-, ternary-, quaternary-, pentagonal-and hexagonal links.), whereas for the number of turning-joints (d):
Substitution of these expressions in Grfibler's formula (3b) leads to the equation, valid for any chain:
nb= (f + 3) + n v + (2rip + 3nh + "'" ). Figure 9 demonstrates the solution with three quaternary links through a highly symmetrical non-Hamilton graph. (A Hamilton-graph is defined as a graph having a cycle containing all the vertices of the graph [6] . In other words, a Hamilton-cycle is a sub-graph being the cycle passing through each of the vertices of the graph exactly once.) We find three solutions with two quaternary links of which only one (Fig. 12 ) is represented by a Hamilton-graph; the remaining two (Figs 10 and I I) are non-Hamiltonian but symmetric. The two solutions (Figs 13 and 14) with only one quaternary link are un-symmetrical; of them only one (Fig. 14) is represented by a Hamiltongraph. We further find two ordinary symmetrical Hamilton-solutions ( Figs 15 and 16) ; and, finally, one double-symmetric Hamilton-solution (Fig. 17) . (Note that the corresponding chain of a Hamilton graph is a Hamilton-linkage, since the longest polygon in the chain then contains all the links whereas the length of this polygon is the same as the one of the corresponding Hamilton-cycle in the graph.) 
THE THREE CONSTRAINED PRIME-CHAINS WITH GIRTH 7
In order to find these chains, we could start from a basic graph containing four rings (in this case heptagons) instead of two that we used earlier to find the (l, 
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No other solutions with less than 22 links are possible. Furthermore, because no quaternary links appear, all three graphs representing a solution, contain f + 3 = 4 binary links in accordance with equation (6) . In addition, they all show to have (22 -4) = 18 ternary links as well as (22/2) -I = 10 independent heptagons.
Another way to find prime-chains would be by starting from a Hamilton-cycle as a basic graph. This cycle will then be completed in accordance with the given girth. The mobility (/') of the linkage-chain corresponding to the resulting graph, may then be calculated through Gr~bler's formula and compared with the required degree of mobility.
If they are not the same, the Hamilton-cycle will be enlarged until it does. Using this procedure, it is first recommended to restrict ourselves to symmetrical graphs with one or more axes of reflection. Later, when the required mobility is attained, we may try to diminish the length of the Hamilton-cycle in order to obtain the prime-chain(s) with a minimum number of vertices. This may be done by then giving up one or more of the assumed axes of reflection.
This method of obtaining prime-chains, though a general one, does not necessarily lead to all prime-chains, as only the Hamilton linkages are attained this way. In case there are more prime-chains and also in case none of the prime-chains for given g andfcontain a Hamilton-cycle, we have to start with a shorter cycle in addition to one or more extraneous vertices.
The main feature of the three constrained (I,7)-prime-chains, however, appears to be the fact that they are all derivable from a singular so-called cage with--in this case--24 vertices (See Fig.  A.4 .) A cage is defined as a graph of a linkage containing only ternary links, but with the least number of links for a given girth. See the Appendix and Ref. [7] . By deleting two directly connected ternary links in this cage, we regain the three (I,7)-primegraphs again, as there are three non-isomorphic ways to carry this out. Indeed, each time we do this, four binary links appear, namely the ones earlier connected with the two deleted ternary links.
if we erase, for instance, a diameter-edge together with its two vertices and edges, the cage changes 
DERIVATION AND PROPERTIES OF THE CONSTRAINED (I,8)-PRIME-CHAIN
A graph having girth 8 and containing two concentric cycles of length 12 is taken as the basic graph to start the formation of the (l,8)-prime chain. As the kinematic chain, represented by this graph, has 3(24-I)-2,28 = 13 d.f. in motion, we have to complete the chain with four turning-joints and four binary links to turn it into a constrained motion linkage, whence the basic graph has to be completed with four edges and four graphical dyads. There is only one way of doing this if the girth of the graph has to be 8. The result is demonstrated in Fig. 19 . A redesign turns it into a graph being a double-symmetric cycle with 26 vertices and two separate components which are two graphical dyads symmetrically adjoined to the cycle.
Thus, the (l,8)-prime chain is to be drawn as a double symmetric chain containing 28 links. It is a unique linkage chain. The applied numbering additionally shows the corresponding graph to be a Hamiltonian graph, clearly demonstrated in the redrawn configuration of 
STATICALLY DETERMINATE PRIME-TRUSSES (fro0), CONSTRAINED PRIME-CHAINS (f--I), AND PRIME-CHAINS WITH MOBILITY 2 OR MORE, DERIVED FROM (3, g)-CAGES

Lemma I All linkages, that are the graphization-equit, alent of (3, g)-cages have (-3) dr. in motion.
Indeed, if we calculate the mobilityfthrough Grfibler's formula, we obtainf--3(n -I) -2d = -3 when also 3n =: 2d. This is true, since the "handshaking lemma" says that the sum of the vertex-degrees will be twice the number of edges (d).
Lemma 2 Erasing one vertex and its three edges from a (3, g)-cage, results into a (0, g)-prime graph of a statically determinate prime-truss of girth g.
Indeed, ft,,, =f~,~ + (Af) ---3 + (3An -2Ad) = -3 + 3 * (-I)-2 • (-3) --0.
Further, as the cage contained only ternary links, the truss derived from it is left with exactly three binary links, in accordance with equation (7). When we erase, for instance, only one vertex with its edges from the ( 31. Nine (3.7)-prime graphs as sub-graphs of the (3,7) -cage.
Look-out for prime-chains with a prescribed number of mobility-degrees of freedom 669 2 o/\ u 11 17 10 @ Fig. 32, Four particular (3,7) -prime graphs, having mobility-3 and girth 7. With these, a graphical dyad is not to be adjoined (n = 20).
linkages. However. using the method of basic graphs, we also found nine double-symmetric solutions with 56 links. Their graphs are all demonstrated in Fig. 29 . Mobility-2 prime linkages may be obtained by erasing three vertices from a cage. If we do this with Peterson's cage, the resulting graph will contain a pentagon in addition to an Assur group. As prime-linkages may not contain Assur groups, the result will be this pentagon-linkage indeed having the mobility 2. Thus, the pentagon-linkage actually represents the (2,5)-prime chain. In fact, the mobility (/') of prime-linkages is limited by the girth (g) of these linkages, especially so when we obtain them by subtraction from (3,g)-cages. If we remove, for instance, (g -2) vertices from a (3,g)-graph or from a (3,g)-cage, we obtain (g -3) mobility degrees of freedom of the remaining linkage in accordance with Lemma 3. However, this is the same mobility as of a singular g-polygon, with the result that the resulting linkage has to be an Assur-group if we subtract this g-polygon. Whence, the g-polygon actually represents the (g -3,g)-prime chain. This leads to the following lemmas.
